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feature of the last two months of trading, continued this week with accelerating force. In a two-
day plunge of almost 30 points on Tuesday and Wednesday, the Dow-Jones Industrial Average 
decisively penetrated the BI5-BOO level to which we have been drawing attention over the past 
month as the critical barrier. Other indices penetrated simllar distributional formations, strength-
ening the likelihood that what has been transpiring in the market since last May constitutes a 
distributional top. Under such conditions, quite obviously, lower prices become a probability, 
and two questions immediately present themselves to the forecaster --- I) How far IS the decline 
likely to carry?, and 2 ), What is its most plausible aftermath? 

Insofar as the first question is concerned, the answer must be that all the evidence 
available at the moment is that the decline will not carry all that much further. The most plausible 
downside objectives in terms of the Dow-Jones Industrial Average are 740-725. The one eventual
ity which would indicate the likelihood of objectives lower than these was discussed at some length 
in this letter last week. That would be further deterioration on the part of the cyclical, heavy
industry issues whIch have so far resisted the decline. This has not yet occurred and, mdeed, 
such a cyclical bellwether as U. S. Steel posted a minor upside breakout on Friday just before the 
decline commenced. 

The validIty of more conservative downside targets IS further attested to byanaly-
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have clearly defined tops which are susceptible to only one interpretatlOn,and, m many cases, the 
downSide objectives of these tops are bemg reached. The S & P 425 (93.22) has a downside tar-
get of 92-91,and their 500-Stock ComposIte (B3.07) has an objective of B2. The New York Stock 
Exchange Industrial Index (49.07) suggests a possible 4B, and the NYSE Composite (44.22) has a 
downSide objective of 43. These targets are all close to bemg approached at the moment. 

However far the decline carries, however, one likelihood remains, that IS, that its 
eventual aftermath WIll be, at least, another assault on the July hIghs. This would be true even 
were the distributional patterns to broaden and suggest lower objectives. At the conclusion of 
such a process, most issues which moved into major long-term uptrends early this year would have 
done no more than return to long-term support levels, with their bases, which suggest conSIderably 
higher levels over the long-term, still mtact. In the case of a great many other issues which 
turned down from the heavy overhead supply from their 1973-74 tops, a decline back to around the 
1974 lows would have the effect of broadening bases to the extent that the next assault on the 
overhead supply might be successful. In addition, as we have pointed out in prevIOus issues of 
this letter, the decline commenced without the signs of deterioration which have m the past 
accompanied market tops of major proportions. Thus, the likelihood that the market will eventu
ally retrace the bulk of the ground lost is fairly strong. 

_-- ec "'-~-~-=-<, In one sense ,the action'oLthe market'over.the·past-few,months has-been consls-_~_ ~ 
tent with a behavior pattern which IS now over a decade old. The present drop is the thIrteenth 
instance since 1965 which has seen the Dow ha It at a point at or just under the 900-1000 level 
(in one case, slightly higher than this level) and subseqJenUy decline close-to-IOO pOints or 
more. We have, in the past, called this the "Something-Up-There-Doesn't-Llke-Us" phenomenon. 
It is, of course, just another way of stating that the central characteristic of the market over the 
past ten years has been a rather flat trading range. The present decline fits squarely into the 
context of that pattern. 
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